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©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Why is it that the part of your body that always seems to get itchy is also the one that is hardest to reach? An itchy back is very common and extremely frustrating, which is why it's so important to have a good back scraper on hand for those times when an itch
drives you crazy. While choosing a back scratcher may seem pretty simple, not all back scrapers are the same, so it's important to know exactly what to look for when you're shopping. This means making the decision on the best material, length and other features to guarantee that your back scratcher can relieve this
torment of itching. With so many back scrapers to choose from, it can get confusing. At BestReviews, we can help make shopping a little easier. We handle product research so you can focus on finding the perfect products for your home. If you're on the hunt for the ideal back scrape, our handy shopping guide has all the
tips and tricks you need. Why your back itches? Dry skin The most common cause of irritating itching is dry skin, so it makes sense that the back is often itchy. It's a difficult place to reach, which means that usually don't get exfoliated or moistened regularly. The build-up of dry, dead skin cells that give the skin's surface a
rough, scaly texture can certainly cause itching that is hard to ignore. Allergies and irritating innate reduction can also be caused by irritation or allergies related to items that come into contact with the skin, such as clothing, soap or detergent. Exposure to toxic substances like poison ivy can also cause itchy skin. Health
issues In some cases, itchy skin is a symptom of a skin condition like eczema or psoriasis or an underlying health condition like a thyroid problem. If you notice that your back is persistently itchy for more than two weeks or itching is so severe that it affects your daily routine and sleep schedule, you should see your doctor
for a checkup. CautionUndide using a back scrape on the skin that has open wounds, scratches, redness, irritation or other symptoms of an allergic reaction. You could make the condition worse. STAFFBestReviewsMaterialsRematerials Back scrapers are usually made of plastic, wood or metal. All three materials can be
effective, so choosing an option usually comes down to a matter of personal preference. Plastic is typically the cheapest material for a back scrape, so it can be a good option if you're on a budget. But a plastic back scratcher can be pretty flimsy, meaning it could break easily and require more frequent replacement.
Wood is a much more durable material for a back scrape, although you will normally pay more for it. Wooden back scrapers also offer a more attractive look compared to plastic and even metal ones. The downside of a tree back scratcher is that it can oils from the skin over time, which can leave it with a smooth surface
that is not as effective at scratching itchy skin. Metal back scrapers are extremely durable and unlikely to break. Many are made of stainless steel, so rust is not a problem. Some metal back scrapers are also easy to bend, allowing you to create the ideal angle for scratching a particular itch. Unlike wood, metal does not
absorb oils. Length For your back scratcher to be as comfortable and effective as possible to use, it should be long enough to allow you to reach your entire back without having to put too much stress on your wrist, elbow, or shoulder. In most cases, that means choosing a back scraper that is at least 18 to 22 inches long.
Head width and finger length The head of the back scratcher, the end with fingers, is the part that actually makes it scratch, so it should be a sufficient size to effectively relieve itching. Look for a head that is wide enough to keep from tipping on its side, which would only allow the side or corner to come into contact with
the back as you move it. It is also important to pay attention to the length of the back scratcher fingers. Too short and it won't provide enough leverage, which means you can strain your shoulder or elbow trying to scratch your back. Durability To ensure that it works well, the head of the back scrib must be firmly
connected to the shaft. One-piece back scrapers tend to be the best option. If the edge is threaded or glued to the shaft, it is more likely to erupt over time. Handle a firm grip on the back scrib so you can control the downward pressure required to scratch your back. Some back scrapers have a rubberized grip to make it
particularly easy to hold onto the tool while using it. Portability If you are prone to an itchy back, you may prefer a back scrape that you can easily take with you. You can find collapsible back scrapers that fold or telescope down to a more compact size for storage and travel. These are ideal for throwing in your bag when
you leave the house. Back scratcher pricesBack scratcher prices vary depending on length and material. Generally, you can expect to pay between $1 and $20 for a back scratcher. Cheap: Plastic back scrapers are typically the cheapest option, ranging from $1 to $5. Mid-range: Wood back scrapers range from $6 to
$11, depending on the length. Expensive: Metal back scrapers range from $7 to $20, depending on the length and whether they fold or telescope. Tips For an itchy upper back and shoulders, it is best to keep a back scratcher over your shoulder and use it in a downward direction. For an itchy middle and lower back, it is
best to keep a back scraper on the lower back and use it in an upward To keep your back scraper clean, clean, it down with a cloth moistened with water and mild dish soap. Wipe it off again with a clean, damp cloth to rinse it, then wipe it with a clean towel before putting it away. Keep wood back scrapers out of direct
sunlight. UV rays can dry out the tree, making it more crunchy and prone to shattering. Avoid using your back scratcher too much. If your itching is related to the rash, you can make itching worse by scratching it too much. Faq. How long does a back scrape usually last? A. The life of a back scraper depends mainly on
the material it is made of and how well it is constructed. A cheap plastic back scratcher can easily snap if you scrape too heavily. One-piece wood and metal back scrapers are extremely durable and can last for years. Telescopic metal back scrapers are more prone to breakage and can only last half as long, depending
on how rough you are with them. Q. What type of back scraper head works best through clothes? A. If you plan to use your back scratcher primarily over your clothes, look for a model with a blunt head. Back scrapers that have individual finger-like extensions or spikes can end up snagging your clothes. Make sure the
scratching end is pretty wide and strong so it can easily scratch through your clothes. Q. What features make a back scraper more versatile? A. In terms of back-scratching performance, models that can be expanded or telescopic are the most versatile because you can adjust the length based on the user. Some back
scrapers are even pliable to make it easier to scratch hard-to-reach stains. There are also some models designed to serve two purposes: one end soothes itch and the other makes it easier to put on your shoes. ( 271 results, with ads Sellers looking to grow their business and reaching out to more interested buyers can
use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their items. You'll see ad results based on factors like relevance and the amount that sellers pay per click. Learn more. ) When you purchase something through our retail links, we may earn commission, and the retailer may receive certain data that may be audited for accounting
purposes. From time to time, everyone gets annoying back itches that fall right where you can't reach them. You know the people we mean. They make you twist yourself into all kinds of shapes, trying to allow your arms to bend in a way that's just not physically possible. Or you try the 'bear method' to back yourself up
against something and move yourself up and down in a blanket-style attempt to deal with the culprit itching. If that sounds all too familiar, it's time to invest in a made-for-purpose back scratcher. By expanding the range of your arms, the back scrapers provide relief in a matter of seconds. Plus, many of the available
devices also provide additional benefits, including massage-like pressure, such as improve local blood flow, exfoliate your skin and generally deliver an experience that is soothing and de-stressing. These back scrapers are really a win all round. To help you get rid of those annoying clubs with ease, we've put together a
list of the 11 best back scrapers available right now. Every opportunity will get the job done, so you can't go wrong. But some have entertaining designs, handy massage elements or collapsible capabilities for maximum portability. Whatever your needs, check out these 11 practical options and find the right choice for you.
Once extended, this scratcher measures an impressive 27 inches long, delivering plenty of range for even the tallest users. The sturdy stainless steel building gives the razor a durable quality, while the non-slip rubber handle keeps you comfortable and in control during use. Pros: Flaker-L Back Scratcher's telescopic
capabilities make it easy to take with you anywhere. Cons: The limited main space on the razor means it can take longer to find and soothe your claws. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: Flanker-L Extendable Back Scratcher $8.70 The WOVTE Bear Claw Telescopic Back Scratcher is an attractive device which is available
in a selection of red, black or blue. It sports a unique, claw-like design that helps get rid of claws faster than your average razor. Plus, the scraper sports a rubber grip for comfort and safety during use as well as a stainless steel retractable rod, which makes this a great option for them after a portable option. Pros: The
claw-like design of this back scratcher is quicker to relieve claws than the average back scratcher. Cons: The plastic construction is less durable than others on our list. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: WOVTE Bear Claw Telescopic Back Scratcher $10.79 Looking for a slightly different take on the traditional back
scratcher? The bear back may be the tool for you. Instead of teeth, this scratcher head sports a series of oversized brushes to provide a comprehensive yet comfortable way to handle scratches. Working the brush all over your body, in addition to your back, delivers a comfortable feel that benefits your skin through
exfoliation and improved circulation. Pros: The oversized bristles of Bearback Back Scratcher offer a comprehensive but enjoyable experience. Cons: The bulky construction is more difficult to store than others on our list. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: Bearback Back Scratcher $23.97 ComboO Long Back Scratcher is
multi-tool response to rid yourself of those annoying back scratches. At one end you will find a traditional back scrape, shaped like a small hand with five fingers ready to scratch your back. On the other hand, there are four rolling wheels that can be used to deliver a body massage. This combo stick is constructed by a
hard hard durable plastic, available in two colors and finished with a tree-like appearance. Pros: This back scraper can also be used as a massager thanks to the included rolling wheels. Cons: Because each end of this scratcher has a tool on it, there is not a comfortable handle to hold onto. Picture courtesy of Amazon
Buy: COMBOO Long Back Scratcher Inside this BambooWorx Body Relaxation Massager Set, you will find four different tools to scratch and massage your back. Each of the four tools is made of 100% bamboo wood and has a handy hanging loop for easy storage. The set includes a thin massager, a ball massager, a
rolling wheel massager and a standard style scratcher. The set is presented in an attractive box, making it a great gift option for friends and family. Pros: This set contains four different tools that can be used for a variety of back pain. Cons: You may need more than one tool from this set to complete the back scratches
you need. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: BambooWorx Body Relaxation Massager Set $14.99 Put a smile on someone's face today by giving them this back scraper. Maple Landmark Owl Back Scratcher contains a taloned owl at one end to make it scrape, as well as the words, Owl I want, are a backscratch, written
across the 17.5-inch handle. The device is made of beautiful hardwood and shone up thanks to a plant-based finish. As an added bonus, this back scratcher is made in the US. Pros: This made-in-the-USA back scratcher contains a taloned owl at one end as well as a witty saying, making it a great anytime gift for
someone you care about. Picture courtesy of Amazon Buy: Maple Landmark Owl Back Scratcher $7.19 If you're looking for a back scratcher that's as beautiful as it is functional, consider the Padauk Wood Back Massager. This elegant device is made of Chinese rosewood and finished with a natural oil. Thanks to its
robust construction, it will last for years of back scratches. The wooden scrapers themselves are handmade and sanded to fit the baskets of your hand. Because of this practical approach to manufacturing, each of these scrapers is different from each other. Advantages: This premium back scratcher is made of a durable
rosewood and finished with a dark, natural oil to create a product that is both functional and elegant. Cons: The 16 inch length of this back scratcher means it is shorter than some of the other devices on this list. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: Attom Tech Health Padauk Wood Back Massager $9.95 Sometimes a stick-
like back scratcher doesn't quite do the job, especially if you need something you can carry with you. That's where cactus back scratcher comes into town. City. The travel-size device holds its scratcher, which boasts both aggressive and moderate spikes, on a malleable rope between two power grip ball handles. Thanks
to this design, this scraper can help you reach any itch across your body, and you don't even have to reach back or over your shoulder to do so. Finally, this scratcher is available in five different colors, from blue to yellow, to suit your personality. Pros: This back scratcher does up with the traditional stick-like design in
favor of a more flexible, rope-like option that is much more comfortable to use. Cons: While the design is certainly inventive, it requires two hands to use, while most back scrapers only necessitate the use of one hand. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: Cactus Back Scratcher Travel Size $9.99 For some, reaching a stick
over the shoulder to scratch their back is an impossibility due to shoulder injuries, arm weakness or other debilitating illnesses. Such people will enjoy using Kinsman Enterprises Reach N Scratch Plastic Finger. This back scratcher boasts a long, 24-inch handle that bends so the user can reach every inch of the back
without painful arm movements. Plus, the end of the scratcher has a molded plastic finger to make this scratcher feel like the real thing. Pros: The bendable 24 handle means that this back scraping is easy to use with minimal arm movement. Cons: The fact that the handle is pliable often means that you won't enjoy the
same pressure on your back itching when using this scratcher. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: Kinsman Enterprises Reach N Scratch Plastic Finger $15.21 While most back scrapers are light enough to travel with you anywhere, they tend to be awkward in shape. Reach That Itch Folding Back Scratcher solves this
problem by folding in thirds. It is made of high-impact ABS plastic, so it won't bend or twist away during use and can withstand up to five pounds of pressure. This device extends to 18 inches long to reach across your entire back and comes with its own travel bag. Take it on holiday, keep it in the office or stow it in your
car for the sudden itch you simply can't reach. Pros: This back scratcher is unique in that it has an 18-inch handle yet can be folded down to about six inches, making it ultra portable. Cons: The smaller than normal head may mean that your itching is harder to scratch or takes longer to relieve than with other devices.
Picture courtesy of Amazon Buy: Well, that Itch Folding Back Scratcher $28.95 Similar to a Body Brush, the Bulldog Back Scratcher is designed for use on bare skin. The head boasts sturdy nylon bristles across five inches for effective and enjoyable itching relief. In addition, this device has a 20 handle, which is one of
the longest options in this list. In addition, this made with hypoallergenic, vegan and cruelty-free materials. Materials. the company also does its best to keep plastic packaging to a minimum and ensure users that everything it ships is 100% recyclable. Pros: This back scratcher has one of the widest heads and longest
handles available, which means it can scratch your claws efficiently and comfortably. Cons: The long handle and wide head mean that this brush is simply larger than many others, so it can be harder to store around the house for occasional use. Image courtesy of Amazon Buy: The Bulldog Back Scratcher $39.95 $39.95
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